[A preliminary study to determine the activity of topoisomerase II in human kidney cancer cells with DNA unknotting method].
For the purpose of examining the Topoisomerase II (Topo II) activity in human kidney cancer cells, we performed experiments with using DNA unknotting method. This method check relative Topo II activity with its conversion of knotted form P4 phage DNA to unknotted form. Our preliminary results demonstrate remarkable activity of Topo II with specific conversion of knotted form P4 DNA to unknotted form in human kidney cancer cells, YCR and ACHN. Moreover, addition of etoposide to the same experiment suppressed Topo II activity in a dose dependent manner. Our results suggest that kidney cancer has a certain amount of Topo II, a target for etoposide. We believe this method is useful to measure Topo II activity in cancer cells and to estimate chemotherapeutic potential of Topo II inhibitors including etoposide in human kidney cancers.